
Getting Started:

Remeber, the AB line can go anywhere around the pool as long as you can meet the

Consider any obstructions you have to measure around before placing AB line.

AB Chart - Use the one provided in this booklet or one similar

AB line at least 3 to 5 ft from pool or anchors

The AB line should be at deck or ground level, at least 3 to 5 feet away from the pool

Be prepared.  Make sure you have everything you need before you start.

A B
No obstructions in this area

If you are measuring for an existing cover be sure the AB line is at least 3 to 5 feet away from
existing anchors and pool.  (Always measure pool and anchors from the same AB line.)

requirements mentioned above.

levels - 2ft & 6ft

AB line 15 to 20 ft apart

15'-0"

3'-0"

2 lawn stakes for the AB 3/8" rod works well for this

and at least 2/3rd the length of pool. (usually 15 to 20ft)

The AB Line:

plumb bob
square
clip board and pencil
measuring pole (see section on measuring pole)
metal measuring tape
sidewalk chalk or masking tape & marker
2  100 ft measuring tapes

The Basics:

Always show the length of AB line
showing where the AB line is
Provide a rough drawing of the pool
Always mark the A point and B point

AB Measuring
Measuring

AB

Figure 1.1

Figure 1.1



Bead reciever

C & D, E & F, G & H
Measure the distance between

Using chalk or tape, mark the perimeter of the pool at any inside outside curve 

Mark point every 2 to 3 feet for larger radiuses.

Remember to mark any transistions in the shape first than mark the points in between.
Mark points every 1 to 2 feet for tight curves and 2 to 3 feet for larger curves.

transitions.  Remember to number each point.

Break Lines:

ends.  Mark these points G & H.

First locate the deep end and shallow end break lines.  Pull a string across the break lines
and mark these points C, D, E, & F.

the bead reciever is.
When placing your points on the deck be sure to mark the point right above where

Overall length of the pool is found by marking the centers of the deep end and shallow

Mark points every 1 to 2 feet for tighter radiuses. Place points at transitions

Mark points directly above bead reciever

Not here

Coping

Mark inside/outside curve transitions
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Marking AB Points:

The Basics:

When starting to mark your points its important to remember to be consistant each time
you measure.  For example, always start at one side of the stairs and go clockwise around
the pool.  This will create good habits and help to avoid confusion in the future.

Measuring

AB

Figure 2.2

Figure 2.3

Figure 2.1

Figure 2.3

Figure 2.3

Figure 2.1

Figure 2.3

Figure 2.2



Now measure from A to every point and B to every point.  Dont' forget your

form that where the straight section starts and ends.
ends of the straight section and one or two points in the middle.  Be sure to mark on the 
Whenever you are AB measuring a freeform pool with straight walls, simply mark the

Placing Points on Straight Walls:

Freeforms With Straight Walls:

This will help to double check your measurements. (Be sure to record all dimensions)

C, D, E, F, G & H points.

Now do a couple of cross dimensions from different points along the perimeter.
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one in the middle

Measure the ends of the straight section

get the width, length and a few diagonals

Measure from A and B to every point

Measure a few point to point dimensions

Be sure to measure the distance between
point C and D.  (the break line)

Measuring the Points:

The Basics: AB
Measuring

Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1

Figure 3.2



Measure a freeform pool with straight steps by placing apoint at the corners.  Also measure

Mark step location on AB chart

Tape Measure

Use a level placed on the ege of the last riser, measure from the level to the 

the middle of the tape and the center of the radius step.  

When placing points on a radius step, mark a point at the corners like a straight step.

Next, place the tape measure over the the end of the step and measure the distance from

the length of the steps.  (A point in the middle is not needed)

Don't forget to mark on your chart which points are at the steps.

straight edge.

Level placed here
on front edge of
bottom tread
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Top of pool

Place points at the end of the steps

Radiused Steps:

This is the dimenision you are measuring

10'-0"
12'-0"
14'-0"
17'-0"
19'-0"9'-0"

10'-0"
13'-0"
14'-0"
15'-0"
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BA

Measure out from the center of the step

Place points at the end of the steps

Straight Steps:

AB's With Steps:
Measuring

AB
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When you have a curved slope gutter you need to provide a few points so the designers

Using a plum-bob on a pole, drop plum-bob to point you want to measure, then 

Point to measure

Tape

Using a pole to mark a point, bring tape from A & B and measure

Another way to measure these points is to take two points from the ab's on the pool 

You can use the AB line to triangulate at least 3 points going up the slope. (requires 2 tapes)

14
15161718

192021

Here you are using points 21 & 20 to triangulate a point down on the slope gutter.

can accurately draw that slope.

BA

More dimensions if slope is complex

Plum-Bob

measure to the string.

(Be sure to clearly mark down all measurements and the points from where they are taken)

and use those to triangulate the points.

There a two meathods for measuring these points.

Deck

Pole

Curved Slopes:

Measuring the Hopper: AB
Measuring

Figure 5.1

Figure 5.3
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Figure 5.4
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an accurate shape.)

width of the pool)

Hopper Lengths & Widths

Measuring for Hopper Shape

the slope. (Note it is not necessary to measure from every point.  Just enough to get
Continue measuring around the the hopper pad so we can get an accurate picture of 

If at all possible it always helps to have the length and width measurments for the hopper.
(Remember to double check these measurements so they add up to the overall length &
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Always double check the dimensions,  they should add up to overall length & width

Measure straight out from existing points around the hopper

Measuring the Hopper: Measuring

AB

Figure 6.1
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Example of bad intersection

circles is the point plotted.  A measurement taken to a quarter fraction is needed to find an 

When ABs are plotted, circles are drawn to traingulate the points. The circles are drawn
using the AB measurements as the radiuses of the circles.               The intersection of the  

Do NOT round measurement to the nearest inch:

      good triangulation
AB line is propper distance from pool

AB Line Too Close To Pool:

Better triangles means more accurate plotting.  So make sure the AB line is at least 3 to 5

If an AB line is too close to the pool then we cannot form good triangulation to find the point.

A

feet away from the pool.  (or anchors when necessary)

BA

Good intersection

in this space
The point could be anywhere

accurate intersection.

What to Avoid:

measurements could move a point up to 4 inches from its actual spot.
to the nearest inch.  Even a half an inch difference in the 
This is why it is important to NOT round off measurements

BA

B

A B

Bad intersection

point off by a few inches.
it will only take a fraction of an inch to throw the 

a very poor triangle
AB line is too close to pool

AB
Measuring

Figure 7.2
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AB line

A and B is 17'.  This will result in an impossible point
Here the AB line is 15' and the difference between 

A-1 - 3'-0"

The difference between the A and B measurements should never be greater than the

When you are done go back and check your measurement to look for anything that 

Although the distance between A and B is only 15'-0" and between those points the line
is 5'-0" away from the pool your line could still be in a bad spot.
The AB line should be considered infinate.  And at no point should it ever cross over

never crosses the pool and is at least 3'- 5' from the pool.
Remember, the AB line can go anywhere around the pool as long as it is 15' - 20' long,

BA

A

BA

B-1 - 10'-0"A-1 - 3'-0"

the AB line is 15'-0".  This is an impossible point.

thength of the AB line.

looks wrong and double check.

Notice the A and B only add up to 13'-0" and

AB Line Crosses Over Pool

 the pool.

15'-0"

B

B-1 - 20'-0"

15'-0"

The sum of the A and B dimension should always be greater then the length of the

Impossible Points:

What to Avoid: Measuring

AB
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Breaking down the pool into sections will limit the length of measurements

Divide the pool into sections, measurements will be taken within each section.

It is important to number the points to identify the measurement you take.

measurements.  This meathod works well for pools with mostly straight sections.
Point-to-Point measuring provides and accurate description of the shape with few

Point-to-Point Measuring
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What Measurements to Take:

Remember to mark and number the points

Locate and mark the ends of every straight wall section.

Marking the Points:

Getting Started:

Point
to Point

Figure 9.1
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1-2, 1-8, 2-8 ect

Measurements to take

See section on Large Radius Corners for more information.

Do not forget to measure the radiused corners.

Measure the Radiused Corners:
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Measure the straight wall sections as well

Note the measurements by indicating the numbers.

Also you will want to measure the straight wall sections on the outside of the pool.

 measurements to take.
Measure each section in an X pattern.  In the drawing the blue lines indicate the

to Point

Point

Figure 10.1

Figure 10.1



outside of the pool.  Entire pool in broken down in triangular sections.

We cannot determine the point in the center of the radius corner.

WHAT WE NEED

Measurements that are too long and pass outside the pool result in inaccuracy. 

Same as normal Lazy-L, except this sets the endpoints of the radius corners.

Lazy-L with Large Radius Corners:

WHAT WE NEED

WHAT WE HAVE RECEIVED

WHAT WE HAVE RECEIVED

Measurements are the shortest possible to define the pool.  Notice none pass over the

Below are examples of pool shapes ideal for Point-to-Point measurements and the
measurements we need and some of the measurements we get that we cannot use.

Normal Lazy-L:

Examples: Point
to Point

Figure 11.1

Figure 11.2

Figure 11.4

Figure 11.2

Figure 11.1

Figure 11.3

Figure 11.4Figure 11.3



WHAT WE NEED WHAT WE HAVE RECEIVED

Similar to the oval, there is no way to definitely connect the different sections of the pool.

Widths taken across both ends of the pool provide no way to define the shape.

WHAT WE NEED

Octagons:

Measure the same way as the oval above.
Grecians can be measured the same way.

WHAT WE HAVE RECEIVED

Always remember to measure the straight walls.
This will accurately place endpoints of all panels using triangulation.

Straight Panel Ovals:

Examples: to Point

Point

Figure 12.1

Figure 12.1

Figure 12.1

Figure 12.3

Figure 12.3 Figure 12.4
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